mateRialiSm and Knowledge
What Materialism Is
Materialismts says that ideas, thinking, and ideals
are parts of material reality that are created by
human beings in processes that take place in their
brains. Materialismts says that ideas result from peoples’ interaction with each other and with other
material things in nature and society. Although thinking influences reality when it directs human activity, material reality has a much bigger effect on
thinking than thinking has on the rest of reality. This
is the central idea of materialism.

What Idealism Is
Idealism means opposing materialism in
various ways. Some idealists say that there are nonmaterial beings, like gods or ghosts, that can think.
Other idealists claim that some kinds of thinking affect reality directly, so that thinking about the world
differently or believing different theories about it
makes the world different. Still other idealists see
brains as producing correct ideas all by themselves,
without extensive interaction with the rest of the
world.
In this column and the next one, we will discuss
some of the specific ways that material reality affects
thinking more than the other way around. We will discuss the materialist philosophy of how people discover true ideas and learn, why false ideology is
dominant under capitalism, and the relation between
communist political ideas and the contradictions of
capitalist society. In this column we discuss the materialist philosophy of how people learn.

Materialist Theory of Knowledge
Perhaps the most basic way in which thinking depends on material reality is this: Thoughts have not
always existed, but only became possible when animals with brains evolved, which happened a very long
time after the beginning of the universe. Thinking has
only been raised to a higher level through biological

evolution of modern humans and their production of
their own historical development. But thinking still
depends on material reality every day, in discovering
knowledge and in learning.
As we discussed in previous columns, all knowledge derives from practical activity. As Fredrick
Engels put it, “the most essential and immediate basis
of human thought” isn’t nature itself but “the alteration of nature by people.” This is the materialist view
of knowledge. People’s ideas derive from what we do
as we interact with the part of reality that those ideas
are about. People are not just born with correct ideas
about the world and correctthese ideas don’t grow in
brains by themselves.

Idealist Theories of Knowledge
Idealists deny this. Some idealists claim that important knowledge is built into human brains, like
linguist Noam Chomsky’s theory of “innate ideas.”
Others claim that knowledge about the world depends very little on practice, but is deduced by a few
“geniuses” with special brains. This idealist view
doesn’t even work for the most theoretical kinds of
knowledge. Most new laws of physics, for example,
are discovered by experiments and could not be deduced from previously known principles.
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Idealism Makes Learning Harder
Idealist theories of learning are not just false, they
do a lot of damage. Psychological research show that
kids learn better in school when they understand that
practice and effort are what counts, not some special
kind of brain (see Scientific American Mind,
11/28/07).
Certainly people learn different things at different
speeds, depending, for example, on whether they already know how to learn a specific subject. But the
general method is the same: getting particular cases
right, often after first getting them wrong and learning from mistakes.

The Dialectical Relation of Thought and
Reality
Learning is one important example of the materialist pattern of the relation of thought to the rest of reality. We can describe this as a “dialectical relation
with a dominant side.” Thinking and reality are opposites that influence each other, but reality is the dominant side. We will discuss this more in a future
article.

SOME CONCRETE EXAMPLES:

How People Learn
Learning things that are already known by other people also shows the materialist approach is correct.
No one would think you can learn to fix cars, play
sports, or be a political organizer without practice in
that specific activity. But the same is true when you
learn theoretical knowledge. To understand concepts
and see how they work, people have to work their way
through specific examples. Examples are not only essential for understanding, but are also important tests
of ideas. If someone makes a general claim
that might be wrong, discussing examples is an important way to check it.

What you spend most of your time doing is what
you get good at. The Tuhamara in Mexico are the
fastest runners in the world. Why? Because they run
everywhere! Why are a lot of kids good at soccer or
basketball but not so good at reading? Because they
spend all their spare time playing ball. The main
way to be a better reader is to read. Anything. Just
read, you’ll be a better reader.
Anybody who’s every watched a baby learn to
walk knows that it’s fall down, get up, fall down,
get up, over and over again. The same goes for skaters…ask anybody with a skate board.
Practice, effort, try and try again, that’s how
everybody learns.

Islamophobia is Capitalist Racism
Fight it with CommuniSm, not Religion
“Muslims, except for the Black Muslims, used to
be ‘white’ in the US,” remarked a young PakistaniAmerican activist. “Now they are making us a ‘Muslim race.’” Farfetched? A century ago, apologists for
US and German capitalism spoke of a “Jewish race.”
Capitalism has a long history of inventing “races”
to justify its brutal appropriation of human beings,
land and natural resources, for maximum profits.
“The race problem in America,” wrote historian Lerone Bennett, Jr. in 1975, “was a deliberate invention
of men who systematically separated blacks and whites in order to make money.”
Racism became the cornerstone of capitalist exploitation. It created sharp contradictions between the
American myth and reality: ”liberty and justice for
all” vs. racist super-exploitation, “one nation, indivisible” vs. segregation.
Black workers resisted and fought back. Sometimes –not often enough—white workers joined them.
Millions of workers from Latin America to Africa to
Asia saw through the hypocrisy of racist US imperialism.
US leaders became desperate to stem the mass antiracist upsurge and win the Cold War. They encouraged a liberal “Civil Rights” movement. Today,
multi-culturalism and “identity-based” politics build
patriotism while racist inequality is on the rise and racist cops are on the warpath.
Similar contradictions are emerging with the rise
of Islamophobia (anti-Muslim racism).
On one hand, the US imperialists need to win military recruits to fight for the bosses’ oil and empire.
They dehumanize Arab people with racist insults.
They need racism to win US workers to sacrifice
“blood and treasure” for US bosses’ desperate attempts to keep their oily grip on the Middle East.

On the other, they need Arab governments as allies
in their sharpening conflicts with Russian, Chinese
and Iranian capitalist rivals. They need US Muslims
as soldiers, interpreters, and spies.
“What matters for the U.S. global strategy is whether the publics and elites in Islamic countries believe
that Americans are hostile toward Islam,” writes Steven Metz (US Army War College).
Metz sees two paths. One is “constraining domestic mistrust and hostility toward Islam at least enough
to sustain the global strategy.” Obama takes this approach, but Islamophobia is key to “Tea Party” Republicans’ Obama-bashing. This conflict within the US
ruling class is sabotaging their global strategy.
The other is embracing Samuel Huntington’s “clash
of civilizations.” This means declaring the Islamic
world an enemy of US imperialism. But, Metz warns,
“The American public cannot be anti-Islamic and expect Islamic nations to serve allies in the fight against
extremism.” Such a strategy would throw open the
door for rising Chinese capitalist-imperialism. It
would hasten World War
III.
Domestically, some US
rulers – like the Los Angeles City Council –promote
“religious
tolerance.” Muslim civil
rights
organizations
model themselves on the
NAACP. They are building a liberal patriotic
movement “against Islamophobia.”
This is part of the problem, not part of the solu-

tion.
The Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC) recently hosted a conference on “Muslims, Law Enforcement and National Security in a Post 9/11 Era.”
Racist LA County Sheriff Lee Baca praised the Muslim-American Homeland Security Congress as “our
way of saying that Muslim Americans … are part of
the protected fabric of America and that we wanted to
make sure that there were certain things going on.”
What “things”? MPAC spokesman Alejandro Beutel presented data showing that Muslim informants
exposed 40% of all alleged post-9/11 Islamic extremist plots. “The US [rulers] must identify and apprehend terrorists while avoiding the alienation of its
mainstream Muslim communities,” he warned.
A movement against Islamophobia is growing
among Muslims and non-Muslims, especially students and young workers. Many find support for their
activism in their religious traditions, as in the 1960s

See ISLAMOPHOBIA, page 14

